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     DSX Access Systems, Inc. 

 
 

  Integrated Locksets 
  
Thank you for your interest in purchasing Allegion Integrated Locksets from DSX Access Systems, 

Inc.  Below is detailed information on obtaining the correct part number required from Allegion so 

that we can minimize any delays in the ordering process.   

 

CONFIGURATION: 

Click the link below to access the Allegion Configuration Tool.  This tool is designed to provide the 

specific lock and options required for your project.   

https://elock.allegion.com/Users/Login  

 

For assistance in selecting and configuring your lock part number you must contact your local 

Allegion Representative.  Use the Allegion Representative Map to find the contact information for 

the Rep in your area.   

                *** DSX cannot assist in the configuration of the lock part numbers.  DSX will provide 

technical support on the installation and commissioning of the project.   

 

PRICING: 

Once the lock is configured correctly, you may print &/or email the final configuration to 

wirelesslocks@dsxinc.com 

 

Once received by DSX Access Systems, Inc. you will receive a price quote showing the DSX List 

Price.  You can then apply your discount level to the price to obtain your dealer pricing.   

                *** Purchasing the lock thru DSX Access Systems, Inc. includes the lock licenses fee!  

This means no additional license or software charges. 

 

ORDERING: 

To order the locks please send a purchase order along with the Allegion Configuration Tool Sheet 

to wirelesslocks@dsxinc.com.  You will receive an order confirmation showing the lock 

configuration and price.  Once the order confirmation has been confirmed the order will be placed.  

Orders for Existing L85 jobs requires you to send the DSXKeyData.xml file from the existing 

system with the purchase order. 

                *** All lock orders ship directly to the ship-to address listed on the purchase order.   

                *** DSX will drop ship however it is the dealers responsibility to inspect and verify the 

accuracy of the order.   

Standard lead times are 4-5 Weeks. 

                *** Expedited Orders are available however additional costs may be incurred 
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SHIPPING: 

Once your order is complete it will ship directly from Allegion.  You will receive an invoice the day 

it ships.   

                ***Dealer is responsible for all freight charges 

 

Thank you for your interest in Integrated Locksets.   
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